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Note: after three months away (mostly) from the blog, it is a real

pleasure for me to come back. Simply put – I missed you and I

missed writing analyses. Thus I am truly delighted to be back

and I want to once again thank all those who patiently waited for

me to recharge my batteries. Your support means the world to

me! Thank you for everything!

Andrei

***

Five months ago, on February 24th, Russia began what she

called a “special military operation” (SMO). In very simple terms,

this is what Russia has achieved so far: Ukraine has lost about

20% of its territory, about 3 thousand towns and villages, half of

the gross national product, and a third of coal production. It

completely lost access to the Sea of Azov, and traffic through

the Black Sea ports froze due to fighting and mining of

waterways. The number of refugees has reached 7 million

(source).

But these factoids don’t even begin to tell the full story. There

would be many ways that this story could be told, but to begin I

want to list a few elements of the official western narrative which
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have now faceplanted and nobody sane would take seriously. I

will present a few them in no specific order (and I will ignore the

most idiotic ones, including that Putin is dying of cancer or very

sick (check here for 50 headlines about this!) – he is not, to the

great chagrin of the CIA –  or that Shoigu wants to overthrow

him).

“Russia is losing the war, was defeated by the Ukronazis

near Kiev, she is running out of ammunition and supplies

and is about to collapse”.

First, if you look at the size of the Russian force which took the

Antonov airport near Kiev (one airborne regiment) and the size

of the force which moved by land towards that airport, you can

easily convince yourself that this force was not intended to

attack or invade Kiev. This force did exactly what it was intended

to do, it forces the Ukronazis to move forces to protect Kiev and,

thereby, it pinned them down just long enough to establish air

superiority, attack and cut off the forces near and in the

Donbass, destroy the Ukrainian C4I and almost the entire

Ukrainian air force. This took just a few days and once that

mission was completed, these forces withdrew as they had

literally nothing to gain by staying in place. If anything it is the

Ukrainian side which is running out of weapons, supplies and

soldiers (more about that later). The Russians have all the

firepower they need for many years ahead.

“Russia had to change her plans and tactics because of the

heavy losses suffered by the Russian military early in the

operation”

Actually, there is a grain of truth here, but not the correct

explanation. As I have mentioned several times, the special

military operation is “special” because it is an operation which is
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not a regular combined arms operation. The Russians began

the SMO with fewer soldiers than the opposing side, and they

privileged maneuver and long range strikes over the taking and

holding of towns and cities. Most crucially, the Russians very

deliberately tried all they could to minimize Ukrainian casualties

and to preserve the Ukrainian civilian infrastructure (unlike the

“democratic” countries out there who first destroy power plants,

bridges, water stations, etc. to inflict the maximum of “shock and

awe” on the civilian population!). The Russians could have

easily turned, say, Kiev into Baghdad or Belgrade under

US/NATO bombs, but they deliberately chose to save as many

lives and civilian infrastructure as possible, even at the cost of

lives of Russian soldiers).

[Sidebar: a prefect example is the small town of Avdeevka, near

Donetsk, which is heavily fortified and from which the Ukronazis

shell not only Donetsk, but also other towns such as Makeevka

killing people and destroying the civilian infrastructure every

day.  The Russians could use their TOS-1A “Solntsepyok”,

airborne FAE, FAB-3000 bombs, heavy mortars and plenty of

other weapons to simply turn all of Avdeevka into a lifeless

desert.  But here is the problem: Avdeevka is full of civilians,

including relatives of LDNR combatants.  Furthermore, if

Russia used such weapons, it would only feed the Anglo-Zionist

propaganda to create a “victastar” city à la Sarajevo or even

accuse the Russians of a Srebrenica-like “genocide”.  The

precedent of Bucha is something which limits the Russians in

two major ways: first, it makes it almost impossible to retreat,

now that we know that the Ukronazis will massacre all the

“collaborators” in the area left by Russian forces and, second, it

means that any major strike, no matter how militarily justified,

will be turned into a “massacre” just like in Bosnia, Kosovo or
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Syria.

What apparently did take the Russians by surprise is the

willingness of the Ukrainian forces in some towns to attack the

Russian columns even though the local authorities seemed to

have indicated to the Russians that, like in, say, Kherson, their

city would not resist. Simply put, they chose the Mariupol model

rather than the Kherson model. This choice was mainly dictated

by the very powerful Nazi death squads who would at best

arrest anybody negotiating with Russia and, at worst, simply

shoot them on the spot. The Russians found plenty of bodies of

executed Ukrainian soldiers.

But this does not tell the full story either.

The truth is that by the laws of warfare the Ukraine lost the

war in less than a week.

What is my evidence for such an apparently outlandish and

over-the-top statement? Simple: since the beginning of the

SMO, the Ukrainians failed to execute a single operational

level attack or counter-attack. At most they were able to

execute small, tactical level attacks, the vast majority of which

almost instantly failed, a few were defeated in a few days, and,

crucially, not a single one gave the Ukrainian side the

operational initiative. Not once.

So what happened?

If Kiev had any agency and if the Ukrainian leadership cared

about their country and people, they would have immediately

sued for peace. But Kiev never had any agency and the

buffoons in power do not give a damn about the Ukrainian

people.

Instead, it was the US that told the Ukrainians to never
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surrender or pull back, even if that meant huge losses in both

manpower and firepower. The West, which despises and hates

the Ukrainians almost as much as it hates the Russians were

delighted to see the hated Ukrainians and the hated Russians

killing each other (well, mostly Russians doing the killing).

Furthermore, being military incompetent, the leaders of the West

apparently believed that supplying weapons, money, instructors,

and special forces to the Ukrainians could, if not turn the tide,

slow down Russia enough to create fear, uncertainty, and

doubts in the Russian public opinion. That plan also

spectacularly failed, Putin is as popular as ever, the 5th column

and the 6th columns in Russia are in despair (many emigrate)

and the SMO has the full support of the Russian nation.

As for the much talked about “Russian plans”, which nobody has

seen, they are not like the plan for a building. They are not fixed,

but highly flexible and reactive and, in fact, they are constantly

adjusted and refined in response to the developments on the

ground. So while the Russians did have hopes that much/most

of the eastern Ukraine would follow the “Kherson model” they

were quick to adapt to the reality that the US and its Nazi agents

in the Ukrainian military would force the eastern Ukraine to

follow the “Mariupol model”. So yes, operational plans are like

water in a stream, depending on the obstacles encountered,

they can go left or they can go right to bypass that

obstacle, but in either case, they are going down towards

the ocean. The fact that armchair strategists declared that

Russia “changed plans” simply proves that they don’t

understand how operational planning works.

[Sidebar: most people in the West think of military operations as

something similar to US football: there are “lines/fronts” which

are defended and most forces are facing each other along these
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lines. This is not so. Modern warfare is much more similar to

European soccer, where each player is “attached” to an

opposing player and these players constantly maneuver and

regularly engage each other. For example, modern warfare

does not really have a “front” and a “rear” as we can see from

the Russian strikes deep inside the western Ukraine. Finally,

modern warfare deeply relies on coordinated actions. That is to

say that even if side A has, say, five subunits (say companies)

you cannot add them up and count them as a regiment or

brigade because they lack the ability for coordinated operations

(nevermind joint or combined ones). Think of your hand, it has

five fingers, but these five fingers only become a powerful fist if

the five fingers act in unison and become one fist. So when

somebody write about, say, 60’000 Ukrainian soldiers in the

eastern Ukraine, this describes a X number of platoons,

companies, regiments or even “brigades” (I put quotation marks

because these are not real brigades with a full table of

organization and equipment), these subunits are not capable of

coordinating their actions like the Russian military does. There

is a lot of talk about “network centric warfare” which is nothing

but combined arms operations on steroids, where the level of

integration includes a full fusion of all C4ISR data into one

common real time picture of the battlefield and a full

coordination of all military forces/means. By the way, only

Russia has fully developed such a capability (though the US

has also made some serious progress in this field)].

Now let’s address two smaller but nonetheless crucial lies told

by some about Russia:

“There are no Atlantic Integrationists or Eurasian

Sovereignists in Russia”

If anything, this war has resulted in a major shakeup of the
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Russian society where some folks suddenly showed their true

feelings.  Examples range from Russian journalists standing

with an anti-war sign behind a newscaster to those Russians

abroad who either agreed to condemn Putin and the SMO or

accepted to participate in various events under a neutral or

foreign flag, to Dmitri Medvedev now changing his tune 180

degrees and rebranding himself as an ultra-patriot. I listed those

examples because they are known in the West, but inside

Russia, there are many more such examples, including amongst

business executives and elected officials. Finally, even Putin

himself mentioned the existence of such internal enemies of

Russia. The fact that Russia has now expanded the definition of

“treason” means that pro-US agents in Russia now face a major

risk for their activities. Some 5th columnists have already been

sentenced to jail. As for the 6th columnists, they still hate Putin

with a passion and are still chanting their “all is lost” mantra, but

(almost) nobody takes them seriously anymore.

The irony is that the US wanted to create a crisis to overthrow

Putin but, instead, this crisis gave him yet another boost in

popularity, in spite of some very real problems (automotive

sector, civilian airliners, etc.).

Next,

“Putin is an Israeli stooge, he works hand in glove with the

Israelis”

In reality, it is pretty obvious that the most vociferous

Russophobes in the West are overwhelmingly Jews, both inside

and outside Israel. Usually, the invoked excuse is that there

were anti-Jewish pogroms in Russia. Yet, in reality, all those

pogroms happened in what is today the Ukraine, and yet it is

pretty clear that Zionist and Jewish organizations are
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overwhelmingly siding with Kiev (in spite of the regime in power

being undeniably Nazi), and only very few individuals side with

Russia (but they exist and should never be overlooked). As for

the Kremlin, it is getting fed up with the Israeli arrogance in Syria

(even if the Israeli airstrikes are ineffective and make no

difference for the reality on the ground) and the Russians are

now demanding that the Israelis cease their attacks on Syria.

The Israelis cannot stop, for internal political and even

psychotherapeutic reasons, but one of two things are likely to

happen: the Israeli attacks will become even more useless and

symbolic, or Russia will shoot down an Israeli aircraft.

But enough about Israel here, this is only a small part of the

Anglo-Zionist Empire run by the USA. Now let’s turn to the

West’s actions over the past 5 months.

So what about the US/NATO/EU in all this?

First, I want to make it clear that I strongly believe that the

Anglo-Zionist Empire died on January 8th, 2020 when it allowed

Iran to bomb CENTCOM bases without even a single bullet

being fired back. That day the Empire showed the world that it

did not even have what it takes to attack Iran. As for the USA,

they died on January 6th, 2021.

However, remember my example above contrasting 5 fingers

with a fist? While the Empire as we knew it and the USA as we

knew it did die, that does not mean that its composing parts all

vanished in thin air. Countries and Empires have momentum,

just like the Titanic, when they have been mortally wounded.

Simply put, the final process of sinking takes time. The Russian

Empire died in February of 1917, yet the civil war lasted until

1923 (and I would even argue until WWII).

Second, there are two totally different planes in which the West
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(well, really the USA) decided to fight Russia:

First, it declared total proxy war on Russia, but only total short of

a direct war military confrontation with Russia

Second, a total #cancelRussia in the PR/propaganda virtual

reality. These infantile actions (latest example here) show how

frustrated and powerless the West really is.

For years now I have stated many, many times that Russia and

the Empire were locked into an existential war from which only

one side would walk away. I usually added that this total war

was about 80% informational, 15% economic and only 5%

kinetic. I hesitate to provide numbers here, but I would say that

after a very strong success in the first 2-3 months of the SMO,

the informational war initially won by the West is now fizzling

out. The economic war massively grew, as did the kinetic one

(albeit still by proxy). I am very reluctant to provide numbers

here, but very tentatively I would score the current war as

maybe 10% informational, 50% economic and maybe 40%

kinetic. Again, please don’t focus on these very tentative figures,

the key thing is this: as per President “Biden”, the goal of the

USA is to inflict a strategic failure on Russia. The same stuff

was also spoken by the EU, UK politicians and pretty much

everybody in the West.

As for the demented Poles, one of their former Presidents and

Nobel Prize winner declared that he wants to reduce the

population of Russia down to 50 million. Then there are the

Brits, who still want to be “Great” or, at least, relevant, and who

speak about “leading the free world” against Russia with such

stellar allies as Poland, the 3B statelets and Banderastan.

And yet, let’s look at the outcomes on three levels:

Military: the best proxy the USA had in history (the Ukrainian
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armed forces) is being slowly and inexorably destroyed by about

only 8-10 percent of the Russian armed forces.

Economic: while some sectors in Russia did suffer from the so-

called “sanctions” (they are not sanctions, but acts of war and

crude robbery, only the UNSC can impose legal sanctions), all in

all, Russia did great, and seems to be set on a path for

economic success due to the fact that a) most countries have

refused to obey Washington’s demands and b) the Russian

economy is powerful and real, not virtual like the western

economies. It will take a couple of years for Russia to adapt, but

now that this process has begun, it is unstoppable.

Propaganda: here the image is pretty clear: on one hand we

have the USA and its colonies, then a few countries with

comprador elites that are hated by most people, and countries

that openly defy Washington. This is best expressed by this map

from the Chinese foreign ministry:
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One key characteristic of the countries shown in red on the

bottom (realistic) map is that all these countries have two crucial

factors in common: a) they (mostly) lack real resources (since

their civilizations were always built on imperialism, colonialism

and plain robbery) b) they hate Russia so much that they are

willing to take measures which hurt themselves much more than

they hurt Russia. This type of hate-saturated insanity reminds

me of an old Soviet joke: “in a small village, a local discovers a

bottle and when he opens it, a genie comes out and says: since

you have liberated me, I will grant you one wish, the only

condition is that your next door neighbor will get double of what

you will. Then the man thought for a while and replied: please

poke one of my eyes out!”. This is the current mental state of

western “leaders”…

That is the core “philosophy” of the USA: fight Russia to the last

Ukrainian, prolong the war as long as possible, get as much of

the civilian infrastructure of the Ukraine destroyed, subvert the

status of the dollar, crash the world economy, let the EU crash

and burn economically, socially, and politically, shove the Woke

agenda down everyone’s throats, even if that makes them gag

and throw up and, last but not least, totally and comprehensively

stick your head in the sand and deny reality in all its aspects.

Yes, the West is so soaked in rabid hatred and fear of

Russia that it prefers to commit collective suicide rather

than accept any type of coexistence with a sovereign

Russia.

Hitler’s comparatively vague/ambiguous/oblique slogan of

“Drang nach Osten” has now been replaced by a much more

candid and unambiguous #cancelRussia slogan. Same idea,

just much more “in your face”.
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Truth be told, most of the so-called “West” is really run by these

three groups, in order of influence:

1. The US Neocons

2. The Anglo imperialists

3. The EU comprador ruling elites

This reminds me very much of an album by Roger Waters called

“Animals” in which he separates our modern societies into three

archetypes: dogs, pigs and sheep. Needless to say, the dogs

and pigs will run the sheep, but as soon as a (Russian) bear

shows up, they are powerless against him.

This small image tells the true story about the Ruble “turning

into rubble” as “Biden” promised.

This is what we see now and which will probably continue well

into 2023. The fact that the economic warfare waged against

Russia or the promise of Wunderwaffen has totally failed will

never be admitted by these deeply psychopathic and terminally

delusional people. And if they cannot double down ad infinitum

in their actions, they sure will continue to double down in their

rhetoric, just as the orchestra continued to play while the

“unsinkable” Titanic was sinking.
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Still, at least some of the regular folks in the West are smelling

the roses, hence the dismal rating of ALL the western political

leaders. The hostility of many US Americans even results in

polls that suggest that many of them would want to secede from

the other states, in this case Trump voters. Considering that

Trump voters are, as a rule, far more patriotic than Woke-

soaked US “liberals”, this is very telling. But also ironic: the USA

wants to break up Russia and ends up breaking up itself.

Karma?

Not only. Let’s look at the map which shows which countries did

and did not impose “sanctions” on Russia:

Notice that pretty much the entire green zone is composed of

countries that the West has invaded, robbed, devastated,

enslaved, subverted, forcibly converted, bombed, economically

“sanctioned” with blockades and blackmail (by means so-called

“secondary sanctions” which is a euphemism for blackmail and

extortion) and, more recently, upon which the full satanic

insanity of Wokeness has been imposed (hence the US

embassies flying “homopride” flags). The population of these

green countries, which I call “Zone B”, knows the true score and

they mostly hate and despise the West. And that places all their

comprador ruling elites in a very tricky situation: their US
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masters want them to declare total war on Russia while their

population is mostly sympathetic to Russia. In the past, this

would have been a no-brainer, Uncle Shmuel with his CIA-run

death squads, aircraft carriers and seemingly infinite money

printing capability was much more vital to these comprador

elites than their own population. But now that death squads

have been largely replaced with woked-out fairies which are

only good at shooting unarmed civilians, now that US aircraft

carriers don’t really frighten even countries like Iran, the DPRK

or Venezuela and now that the entire Western-built international

economic and financial system is collapsing, these comprador

elites have to become much, much more careful lest they end

up like the US stooges in Bolivia: out of power and in jail.  Even

Colombia seems to be slowly slipping away, as does Brazil. 

And I won’t even mention the absolute lack of utility of the likes

of Guaido, Tikhanovskaia or the “friends of Syria” gang (Maduro,

Lukashenko and Assad or all doing great, thank you!).

The writing is on the wall, and only those who deliberately shut

their eyes fail to see it.

This leaves us with the issue of the US Neocons.

What about the western ruling classes, what impact, if any,

did the SMO have on them?

First, let’s define our categories. In the EU we don’t really have

any real “ruling class”, we only have frontmen (sorry! I meant

“frontpersons” of course), puppets, pretend-rulers with no

agency whatsoever (Olaf Scholz and Josep Borrell are perfect

examples)  . There is no European “defense policy” or any other

meaningful evidence of agency on any level.  The EU is dead,

clueless and totally in the control of the US Neocons.

Second, in the USA, Neocons rule supreme, having total control
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of both major parties in the US. And while the GOP base is very

different from the Dem’s base, their leaders are mostly

interchangeable. So I will consider them as one.

Their mindset and worldview are pretty clear: they are messianic

supremacists and sincerely consider themselves racially

superior to the rest of mankind. The fusion of Anglo imperialism

and Jewish supremacism has yielded the monster we now know

as “Neocons”. These folks excel in the art of accumulating

power, by hook or by crook. They like to claim that they have

superior intelligence, but in reality, what separates these people

is not brainpower, but two key aspects of their worldview: a)

tribalism and b) drive. Simply put, most other people do not

have this tribal “us against them” mindset, and only a subsection

of regular people are truly driven to power and influence. Hence,

while being a numerically small minority, the US Neocons are in

full control of the USA.

Their psychological profile is narcissistic at best, and fully

psychopathic in most cases. That also gives them an

advantage, especially when dealing with weak, ignorant and

easily influenceable people. But when they meet a determined

pushback, be it by Russia, Iran, the DPRK or even Hezbollah,

they quickly become clueless and helpless. Check the

expression of Blinken on the photo above – that is the face of a

coward and a loser. He might have become a decent tailor,

instead, he was asked to run the foreign policy of the (now
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former) superpower. No wonder all he ever produced was

disasters and abject failures!

Initially, feeling buoyant from their total control over Eltsin and

the Russian liberals, the US Neocons celebrated victory. Then

something went very wrong and suddenly they were faced with

a radically different kind of leader, one with the massive support

of the Russian people. Remember here that Putin was an

intelligence officer specializing in the West, thus a man who had

a very good understanding of his enemies. Furthermore, Putin

was patient enough to realize that in the early years of the

confrontation with the West, Russia was in no condition to

openly defy the West, let alone fight it militarily. This is why he

stopped the LDNR forces from moving any further westwards in

2014-2015 even though the Ukrainian military was in disarray. 

While he knew that during the time the Ukrainians were in a

panic and disorganized, he also knew that Russia could not take

on the consolidated West. So between 2014 and 2018 Russia

made a gigantic effort to develop the kind of capabilities needed

to be able to take on all of NATO and win. By the time of the

Russian ultimatum to the West last Fall, Russia was finally

ready.

Notice that the Russian
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ultimatum was not an ultimatum to Kiev as much as it was a

direct challenge to the US and NATO. The Neocons, drunk on

their bravado and sense of racial superiority, basically told

Russia to screw herself and doubled down in their rhetoric. And

when Russia moved in, they truly freaked out, hence their

suicidal policies towards Russia ever since. These folks

mistakenly assumed that while Russia might (maybe!) prevail

over the Ukrainian forces, they were confident that Putin would

not dare openly defy the consolidated West. And when Putin did

just that, they went into full panic mode, hence the nonsense we

hear from the western capitals on a daily basis.

But it got even worse. Far from being deterred by western

promises of fire and brimstone, the Russian then proceeded to

methodically destroy the Ukrainian armed forces. In spite of the

Ukrainian military being the best proxy force in US history, in

spite of BILLIONS given to the Nazi regime each month, in spite

of all sorts of super-dooper Wunderwaffen deliveries, in spite of

economic warfare, Russia is now pounding the Ukie+western

forces in the Ukraine day after day after day and while the US is

ordering the Ukrainians to fight to the end and never withdraw,

the many waves of Volkssturm reinforcements have had no

impact on Russian warfighting capabilities. The US also ordered

its vassal states in eastern Europe to send their large supplies

of Soviet era weapons to the Ukraine (over 300 tanks just from

Poland!), and Ukrainian-branded Mi-24s, Su-25s and MiG-29s

still are seen in the Ukrainian skies almost daily in spite of the

fact that almost the entire Ukrainian air force was destroyed in

the first 3 days of the war. Helicopters are easy to hide,

“Ukrainian” aircraft take off from bases in Poland and Romania,

and yet they don’t seem to make a difference: for most of them,

it is a one-way mission and they know it. But it is good PR, even
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if it costs lives (at least that is what Uncle Shmuel thinks). But

now that the already low credibility of the legacy corporate

media is in freefall, even such PR “victories” yield very little

traction:

It is outright comical to hear western countries (Germany, Italy

and even the USA) whining about their weapons stores getting

depleted while all these truly huge deliveries have not made any

difference at all on the ground since the beginning of combat

operations.

[Sidebar: does Russia have air superiority over the Ukraine?

Yes, absolutely. A few helicopters or fixed wing aircraft on one

way missions make no difference here. In fact, a much bigger

threat to the Russian Aerospace Forces are the Ukrainian air

defenses which, while old, have often been modernized and

have the full support of US C4ISR (Command, Control,

Communication, Cyber, Intelligence, Surveillance and

Reconnaissance) including surveillance drone, AWACS,

satellites, SIGNIT, etc. etc. etc. and yet the Russians have

adapted: the close air support aircraft fly low, while their SEAD

(suppression of enemy air defenses) fly high with long range

anti-radiation missiles on the ready. A quick reminder, while the
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USAF/USN has often achieved air supremacy over countries

without a modern air force or any modern air defenses, it failed

to knock out the Serbian air defenses during the Anglo-Zionist

wars against the Serbian nation. In fact, the USAF/USN *never*

operated in an environment as dangerous as the one currently

created over the Ukraine, but the comparatively much smaller

Russian Aerospace Force did achieve and maintain air

superiority over this huge country.  As for air supremacy (as

oppose to superiority), it is only achievable against a very poorly

armed adversary: air superiority is the best one can hope to

achieve, even theoretically, over any country with serious air

defenses]

And yet, the (comparatively small, but more modern) Russian

aerospace forces have achieved and maintained air superiority

throughout the past 5 months of combat operations. This is an

extremely alarming sign for the US and NATO forces. Just

imagine what the full might of the Russian armed forces would

do to NATO if it was unleashed!

But it gets even worse (for the Empire, that is): there are all the

signs and even clear messages that Putin is not “bluffing” at all

and that Russia has full escalation dominance over the

West. but it is now becoming quite evident that the Kremlin

will not stop under any circumstances short of a total

victory, and if that means nuclear war, so be it. And the

Russian people are overwhelmingly supportive of this

stance.

Why?
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Because the Russian people

have now FINALLY seen the true face of the West, they now

understand that this is nothing else but a continuation of

WWII and that the very existence and sovereignty of the

Russian people are at stake. Again, Putin said it clearly: “if

someone makes a decision to destroy Russia, we have every

right to fight back. Yes, it would be a global disaster for humanity

and for the world, but being a Russian citizen and head of

Russia, I want to ask a question, “What’s the point of the world

without Russia?“. If these were just empty words, like what

Biden reads (with difficulty) from his teleprompter, that would be

one thing, but these words need to be remembered in the

context of the deployment of Avangards, Poseidons, S-500 and

all the other weapons and tactics developed by Russia while the

Neocons, drunk with arrogance, slept at the wheel.

So no, while Putin rarely makes threats, he never bluffs.

Bottom line is this: anybody who sincerely believes that Russia

will not wipe out the entire West if she is seriously threatened is

terminally delusional, knows nothing about history, and does not

understand the Russian mindset. They would do so at their own

peril.

If there is one message I want to convey to anybody willing
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to listen it is this: Putin is not bluffing, the West cannot win,

and the only variable here is what price the West is willing

to pay for its defeat.

By the way, the Chinese are also getting mighty fed up with the

crazies in DC, just check out their latest statements.

Will somebody actually take action against the Neocons? I

doubt it. If anything, the entire Trump debacle has proven

beyond any reasonable doubt that US anti-Neocons are either

fakes, or that they have the willpower of a case of jello (that also

goes for Tulsi Gabbard, by the way). Will the Neocons realize

that if they persist in doubling down, they will personally and

physically die? Maybe. At the end of the day, the US can afford

to have a comprehensively destroyed Ukraine and a not less

comprehensively destroyed EU. Now that the UK has left the

EU, the Anglos couldn’t care less, and triggering wars in Europe

is a time-honored British tradition anyway.

The real blowback from the Neocons’ arrogance and ignorance

is that far from dealing with Russia first and with China as an

end goal, they have greatly contributed to a major strengthening

of the Russian, Chinese and Indian alliance.

The Neocons could decide to let Europe burn, while they remain

in control of the USA which, unlike the EU, has plenty of natural

resources and will remain, if not a world hegemon, then at least

a powerful nation. In that case, their plan is simple: to continue

to push for a maximum confrontation and war in Europe, but
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short of involving the USA in a nuclear exchange with Russia.

The Brits on their island might have similar plans, just on a

smaller scale and with the vital need to fully rely on the support

of the USA. In the “best” of cases (for them), the UK would be in

charge of managing the chaos in Europe on behalf of the USA.

I don’t think that the Neocons give a damn about Israel and the

Israeli people either, by the way. Nor do the Anglo ruling “elites”

give a damn about the people of the USA or the UK. If there is

one lesson we must take from the horror of 9/11 is that these

people won’t hesitate to murder thousands of “their own”

because, in reality, for all the patriotic or Zionist flag-waving,

they only care about themselves and their power.

NATO is a joke, and sooner or later, Russia will denazify all of

the EU, either politically and economically, or, if no other option

is left, militarily. First, the Ukraine, then the 3B+P crazies will

have to be denazified. Next will be the turn of the EU/NATO

beginning with Germany. By then, the US will have suffered a

massive economic, social and cultural disaster which will

probably reformat the current US polity. Where will the Neocons

go next? I don’t know and, frankly, I don’t care. The Neocons

are only dangerous just like a parasite that invades the brain of

a much larger host. Once the host is down, the parasite might

as well leave ditch it and find a new host.  By itself, this parasite

is weak and universally disliked.

In the meantime, the stupidified Woke-sheep can keep

themselves busy wondering if men can give birth or deciding

whether a “twerking” senator will solve the USA’s many

problems.

So where do we go from here?

Well, at least so far, the leaders of the USA are still in full
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“double down forever” mode, along with their volunteer slaves in

eastern Europe. Their plan for Russia is best visualized with this

map: (source)

These wet dreams even include the infamous “Idel Ural” which

was denounced by Alexander Solzhenitsyn in his articles

against the equally infamous “captive nations law”. In fact, this

“law” has its origins from the CIA and Nazi Germany. So we can

say that this is nothing but “same old, same old again”. Although

not quite, some things have changed.

During WWII the Russian people quickly understood that Hitler

was no “liberator”, no more than Napoleon before him, and that

he only used that kind of language to try to achieve victory.

Then, during the Cold War, it was easy to believe that the

enemy of the West was Communism and its idea of universal

liberation from the capitalist yoke. Surely, if Russia got rid of the
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CPSU the West would embrace such a free Russia?

Nope, the exact opposite happened: in spite the “all you can

eat” “freedoms” of bluejeans, fast foods, crime and pornography,

Russia was plundered and came very very close to totally

breaking up (only the 2nd Chechen war with Putin as the

Commander in Chief prevented that from happening).  Instead

of the promised “democratic heaven” Russia got deeply

immersed in the worst kind of capitalist hell imaginable.

Furthermore, the combination of a rather inept Soviet

propaganda machine and a much more effective western

propaganda gave many Russians the illusion that the West was

a group of free and prosperous nations only wanting the best for

Russia. The Western-run nightmare of the 90s opened the eyes

of some, but not all. As did the apocalypse in the so-called

“independent Ukraine”. But the kind of open, direct and absolute

hatred for Russia, Putin and everything Russian we all see know

has convinced the vast majority of Russians that what the West

erally wants is a “final solution” to the “Russian problem” not

unlike what the Papist regime of Pavelic during WWII wanted for

the Serbs: kill ⅓, expel another ⅓ and “convert” the remaining

⅓.

Some things never change, especially not in the West.  The

Muslim are all spot on when they speak of the “modern

Crusaders”!

So far, Russia has only been observing with some amazement,

and even amusement, how the EU was committing economic,

political and social suicide without even trying to improve its

fate. For the people of Europe, there is only one thing more

important than their imperialistic and racist mindset: their

wallets. And that wallet has been hurting pretty badly since the
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self-defeating “sanctions” against Russia were implemented. In

Russia that attitude is referred to as a “kid freezing his own ears

to piss off his granny”: infantile, self-defeating and simply stupid.

That being said: how many regimes (by that I mean political

systems, as opposed to governments which are specific people;

for example, if Truss replaces Johnson in the UK, this will be a

government change, but not a regime change) are threatened

by popular discontent in the EU?

The sad reality is that none. Oh sure, they are immensely

unpopular, just like “Biden” is in the USA, but changing the

puppet figureheads will do nothing to change the regimes in

power (basically US-controlled colonial occupation regimes).

It is therefore likely that Russia will have to turn up the pain dial

quite a few notches up before the sheep in the EU or the US

come to their senses. Primarily, I think of economic measures,

but if the crazies from the 3B+PU do something really stupid

Russia will not hesitate to use military power if/when needed.

The bottom line is this: Russia needs to denazify all of the

European continent, and the more countries are told to join

NATO, the more candidates for denazification Russia will

have.

It is impossible to predict the future, there are simply too many

variables at this point, but I would offer the following tentative

suggested steps towards escalation:

Russia could gradually either refuse to sell her resources to

Russia, not only gas and oil, of course, but everything else

which Russia has been selling to the EU in the past for very

good prices and which was a key to the wealth of the EU

nations. So that would be a full-scale economic counter-attack

from Russia against the EU.  As an initial step,  Russia could
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also demand to only be paid in Rubles for any and all exports to

the EU.

Russia is already killing scores of Polish, British and other

mercenaries (excuse me, “advisors” and “volunteers”) in the

Ukraine, but most of these are low-level grunts. Russia could

decide to target higher ranks involved in the war against Russia,

including targets in Kiev and elsewhere. So far Russia has

unleashed only a tiny fraction of her real firepower, but if the

US/NATO weapon deliveries and deployment of mercenaries

increase, Russia will have little choice but to further turn up the

pain dial. And if the Poles, or the Baltic statelets go “full crazy”

strikes against targets in these countries will become inevitable

(Putin has already warned against that when he mentioned

striking the “decision making centers”).

Finally, if Russia decides that enough is enough, the first targets

of a Russian military response to the US/NATO proxy war would

be to attack the US/NATO C4ISR capabilities, including

AWACS/JSTARS aircraft, SIGINT centers and satellites.

Right now, these US/NATO aircraft are only flying along the

Ukrainian airspace and remain based outside the Ukraine. But

if, say, the US/NATO does actively participate in a strike against

Crimea or the Crimean Bridge, then all bets will be off and

S-400s and various standoff weapons will do the talking.

Imagine for a second that Russia shoots down a US

AWACS/JSTARS, what will be the West’s reaction? And I don’t

mean expressions of outrage and hatred, they are already at

max and really have no effect on Russians. Would the US/NATO

try to shoot down a Russian aircraft? And what would the

Russian response to that be?

The truth is that the US/NATO simply don’t have the means to
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wage a land war against Russia. They literally lack everything

needed to do that. Oh sure, they have many (mostly old and

subsonic) cruise missiles which they could fire at Russia, but

here again, this would pose a dilemma for the West: if the

strikes are unsuccessful (as they were in Syria), what to do

next? And if these strikes are successful, what would the

Russians do next? Use their own conventional strategic

deterrence capabilities to strike at targets all over Europe and

possibly even the USA? And then what?

[Sidebar: airpower and cruise missiles are vastly overrated in

the US propaganda. One of my teachers in college was a

retired USAF Colonel who worked for the YF-23 program and

who taught us a very good course in force planning. One day he

said in class “what good does it do to you if you bomb all your

targets, shoot down enemy aircraft if by the time you get back

your officer’s club is filled with enemy soldiers?!” He was joking,

of course, but what he knew is that only “boots on the ground”

can win a war. And “boots on the ground” is exactly what neither

the US, nor NATO (nor Israel or the KSA by the way) can

deploy, especially against a military which has the biggest

experience of land warfare on the planet, and by a huge

margin!]

The truth is that the choice for the Neocons is binary: either

accept defeat in Europe and keep the USA as their prize

and host, or die in a major nuclear confrontation that will

wipe out millions (which they don’t care about at all),

including the Neocons themselves (which they care a lot

about).

Try to reason with or convince messianic, narcissistic and

delusional racist maniacs is a dangerous and mostly futile task.

This is why Russia is turning the pain dial up very very slowly. 
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Right now, most of the efforts of the Kremlin are not even

directed at the West, but at forging the core of the future

multilateral world, the BRICS countries and BRICS candidates

(possibly including Iran, Argentina, Egypt, Turkey, Saudi Arabia,

Afghanistan, Mexico, Lebanon and Indonesia in the near future).

Russia is also expanding her ties to Africa and Latin America.

Last, but not least, Russia, China and India are constantly

expanding their ties and even collaboration, especially with

China.

In this respect, I would strongly recommend to the Neocons and

their puppet regimes to carefully consider the implications of

Putin’s words that “We haven’t really started yet anything in

earnest yet” (мы ещё всерьёз и не начинали). That is not a

threat, but a statement of fact. Whether the West will continue to

pretend that Russia is about to collapse, or that Putin is bluffing,

will determine what will happen next.

Right now, and exactly as I predicted would happen, Russia has

basically totally given up on any form of dialog with the West,

since the West has basically severed all its diplomatic ties with

Russia. Put differently, Russia is now acting unilaterally

without giving the moaning and threats from the West any

consideration whatsoever. In fact, the stark reality is that

Russia has no need, or use, for the West, especially a West

trying to commit collective suicide by a million cuts. Right now,

the West is mostly dialing up the pain dial on itself, with little

or no Russian assistance. But that does not mean that Russia

won’t proactively turn up that dial if/when needed. And if the

sheep in the West prefer athletic events or chess tournaments

without Russian participation, by all means, let them do it and, in

the process, make these events meaningless. The same goes

for all the #cancelRussia insanity out there, including the
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destruction of statues and monuments or sanctioning of Russian

musicians. The putatively proud and freedom-loving East

Europeans seem to especially relish their “glorious victories”

against old Soviet statues and monuments. I say – let them, it

just shown their impotence and utter irrelevance.  If they have

no respect for themselves, why should anybody else?

As the saying goes, “go woke, go broke”. A fitting epitaph on the

West’s gravestone.

As for Russia, her real future lies in the South, East and North.

She has no need or use for the West. Almost one thousand

years of western imperialism are coming to a shameful and self-

inflicted death, one way or another. As I have written many

times, that system was neither viable nor reformable. It will

either die of its own internal contradictions, or Russia and China

will have to cull it. They most definitely has the means to, but

won’t act directly unless provoked.

But that, should it happen, is still further down the road. For the

time being, we are entering a long phase (many months

probably) of gradual pain dial increase. Russia will continue to

grind down the NATO forces in the Ukraine and let the economic

realities sink into the awareness of the European sheep.

As many observe in Russia: “now russophobia will come at a

steep price”.

I couldn’t agree more.

Andrei

PS: the above was kind of a “bird’s eye view” trying to cover the

key developments during the five past months.  From now on, I

will write shorter, but more frequent, analyses of specific issues. 

In this context, if you have questions or want me to address
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a specific topic in my future analyses, please let me know

in the comments section below.  Thank you!

The Essential Saker IV: Messianic Narcissism's Agony by a

Thousand Cuts

The Essential Saker III: Chronicling The Tragedy, Farce And

Collapse of the Empire in the Era of Mr MAGA
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